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Abstract
This research paper aims to systematically explore the knowledge management and knowledge management system through technology by performing a rigorous and computer assisted review. The research attempts to further the understanding of issues and innovations related to knowledge management in organizations and helps us see the future avenues in this field. The key contribution of this research is its computer based qualitative content analysis across genres to attain the above objectives. The finding of the study suggests that Knowledge Management is spread across three factors namely, 1) Knowledge acquisition, 2) Knowledge application, and 3) Knowledge storage. These three factors are linked to IT platform or technology then it leads to dissemination, awareness, accessibility etc of the Knowledge.
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1. Introduction
In this competitive global era, innovation is an area of the utmost importance for nations, organizations and individuals. Everyone in today’s world is working to trace effective ways to foster innovations for business success, sustainable development and competitive advantage. The concept of Knowledge Management (KM) has been acknowledged by academicians and industry practitioners as an important element of the innovation process. The concept of KM came into existence during the 90’s and had attracted the interest of both the practitioners and the researchers. It had been found that sometimes organizations face disappointing results and dissatisfaction due to the poor and immature implementation of KM [1].
Today’s Competitive organizations are looking for Technology led Knowledge Management to augment their business process with dynamic innovative practices. It had been found that gaps exist between Knowledge Management and Technology adaptation. In Knowledge Management process technology works as an instrument that complements creativity, leading to the dissemination and utilisation of knowledge to achieve organization specific objectives. Technology is a medium for transfer of knowledge which allows for the incorporation, sharing and understanding of new content. Technological tools nowadays work as facilitators and practical instrument for knowledge integration.

Knowledge Management through implementation of technology is inevitable. Prior research shows a worldwide usage of technology for KM in all sectors. The advent of information technology brought greater speed, agility, sharing, collaboration and efficiency in Knowledge Management. According to researchers, implementation of technology is strategically essential for a global presence when organizations are operating in many geographically distant locations and technology becomes process oriented from supporting a functional system [2]. Without the practical inclusion of technology a KM system cannot operate effectively and practitioners will have difficulty to manage their intellectual capital [3]. The present work attempts to look into the existing literature on KM to explore studies done on KM. What are the consequences of integrating KM system using technology?

Knowledge Management—extant research

We live in 21st century society where knowledge is the source of the highest reflective and quality power [4]. This “knowledge-based society” is defined by the knowledge economy, where success depends on the quality of knowledge which organizations apply to their major business processes [5]. Knowledge is a reflective instrument that effectively increases an organization’s capacity to implement the right and intensive action [6]. Knowledge can be characterized into two forms, which are tacit and explicit knowledge [7]. Tacit knowledge can be attained through imitation and practice and it is embedded inside a person [8]. Explicit knowledge is described as information written in a formal language and further expressed in the form of rules, principles and guidelines [9]. Tacit knowledge rests with the employee and explicit knowledge is espoused knowledge. Conversion of knowledge from one form to another occurs frequently and often leads to the creation of new knowledge [10]. Knowledge management becomes the need of organizations which automatically comes from the consequence of the link between competitive advantage and knowledge. Two different segments exist in the Knowledge Management system. In one segment practitioner’s maintain that organizational behavior and individual socialization that determine how much knowledge passes between individuals. They generally believe that technology is not the answer, but rather a distraction from issues such as change management, culture and leadership. In other segment of the spectrum, are information technology evangelists, who focus on technology as the solution to the Knowledge Management [11].
Most research to date has shown that a successful Knowledge Management programme requires a change in organizational behavior and in technology infrastructure [12]. Technology is not the solution to an organization’s Knowledge Management needs, but it is clearly required to enable the organization’s Knowledge Management processes [13].

An organization’s Knowledge Management system is the collection of allied technologies and information technologies used to collect, organize, transfer and distribute knowledge among employees [14]. A Knowledge Management System works between Individuals, from Individuals to explicit sources, from Individuals to groups, between groups, across groups and from the group to the organization [15]. A reliable and effective Knowledge Management System can reduce management errors and improve services and efficiency, improve decision making, create less work and reduce redundant work and increase organizational knowledge (Rockart et al., 1996).

2. Research Design

1) Research methodology and paradigm

Researcher decided to investigate the knowledge management through technology in the organizations systematically from an interpretive/constructivist paradigm since the extant work in this area is limited and dispersed. Since one of the objectives of this research was to coherently organize the past research to discover future possibilities, qualitative literature analysis seemed to be the most appropriate approach. Qualitative research bestows on a researcher the necessary contextual tools and inductive logic that can help in the exploration of complex phenomenon.

2) Data collection process

The “selection process”, i.e. how the research papers were chosen, itself involved two sub-phases viz. journal selection and paper selection. Literature review began with a keyword search from several literature databases, giving access to a broad spectrum of international and peer reviewed Knowledge management journals. Researcher searched EBSCO/Business Source Complete, Proquest/ABI Inform and Science Direct to start with. Our searches identified 698 citations. We screened 123 full-text articles for eligibility (excluding editorials, articles without abstract, proceedings etc) out of 123 only 16 were included in the study that had used the construct of technology to explain the consequences of KM system build in the organization. (The 16 that were included in the study are; Maria Martensson, 2000; Carlo Rizzi et al., 2009; Sandra et al., 2003; Peter Massingham, 2014; Michael Heffner & Nawaz Sharif, 2008; Voon-Hsien et al., 2013; Mirghani Mohamed et al., 2006; Jing Tian et al., 2006; Steve Offsey, 1997; John S et al., 2006; Sohel Ahmad Roger & G. Schroeder, 2011; Elayne Coakes et al., 2010; Josephine Chining Lang, 2001; Fei Gao Meng Li & Yoshiteru Nakamori, 2002; Renee M. Wachter, 1999; Mats Edentius Janet Borgerson, 2003).

Researcher then reviewed the abstracts of all articles of our literature base to
check for relevance to our research study. Of these, four studies were assessed as high quality, ten were rated moderate quality and two studies were of poor quality (methodological and/or reporting quality). This was the first phase of our literature review. Now to look at coherence and gaps in this literature, we needed to categorize these articles into broad themes (Sarkar and Cavusgil, 1996). For this we relied on Qualitative Data Analysis using the widely used software called nVivo.

3. Data Analysis

Qualitative analysis of the archival data involved the following steps:

1) Content Analysis—Content analysis is a research method for making replicable and valid inferences from data to their context, with the purpose of providing knowledge, new insights, a representation of facts and a practical guide to action [16]. The aim during the course of this research was to attain a condensed and broad description of “knowledge management through technology”. The analysis would help us delve into the concepts (and categories) describing this phenomenon [17].

2) The qualitative analysis and literature review—The qualitative analysis and literature review was done with the help of Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA) software called nVivo [18]. Qualitative data analysis software is often thought to be based on grounded theory approaches to data analysis in that theory will emerge from the data and the software often has “memoing” tools which facilitate theory building from the data. Taking a grounded theory approach to data analysis means allowing the data to “speak for themselves” rather than approaching the data within, for example, existing theoretical frameworks [19]. This analysis helped us in viewing the past literature from a bird’s eye. Themes and concepts in the form of networks started to emerge. The thematic network shown in Figure 1 better envisages this fact. Section 5, further throws light on
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each of these themes—individually and collectively.

4. Results

Knowledge management system is the collection of allied technologies and information technologies actively involved to collect, organize and distribute desired and intensive knowledge among employee and participative components. There are some specific technologies available now days for constructing a knowledge management system. Organizations have created desired knowledge management system to achieve desired goal. A well designed knowledge management system can convert from learning organization to effective and efficient organization. Creating an effective knowledge management system is not a simple task; it takes a lot of efforts and technology support.

It had been found that technology led knowledge management system have many benefits [15];

- Awareness—Technology led management system enable to people where to go to find the organization’s knowledge, saving people time and effort.
- Accessibility—Technology used in knowledge management system is pervasive in organization after the introduction of intranet, internet and some specific software. All concerns can use the organization’s combined knowledge and experience in their professional roles.
- Availability—After the introduction of movable ICT Knowledge is usable wherever it is needed. This increases prompt responsiveness to intended persons/authorities.
- Timeliness—After inception of allied and information technology intended Knowledge is available whenever it is required, eliminating time-wasting distribution of information.
- User-friendly—Simplified nature of technology enable users to gain knowledge. A good knowledge management system contains easy handling IT tools and help options for users.
- Responsiveness—A technology led management system provide prompt and responsive platform to users and intended persons.

Knowledge management system should be customizable, measurable and secure. Knowledge management should contain customize supply user interface templates so user can easily customize them by using familiar IT tools [20]. System should allow integration of existing and new application. Measurement create right balance between organizational change and technological change. Knowledge management system should provide tools that allow users to measure a clear blue print, trace output bottlenecks and especially use the desired data to improve the exchange process of knowledge [21]. Recent knowledge management system focus on pervasive access this does not means that system do not have security. Modern knowledge management system provide repositories and preserve security.

Past researches advocate that the knowledge management system contains
three major components knowledge acquisition, knowledge application and knowledge storage. Knowledge acquisition focusing on locating, creating and discovering new information [22]. Knowledge can be acquired from different sources and can be used as a tool to solve the issues facing company. Knowledge can be gathered from various sources who is part of the knowledge environment. Knowledge application or knowledge responsiveness, simply means a firm responding to the different types of information it has access to [23]. Through the inception of effective knowledge application, the organizations are able to enhance their productivity. Knowledge storage is considered one of the most essential elements in the KM process as it helps in the prevention of losing important information. Knowledge storage is referred to as a process of structuring and storing of knowledge. It formalizes knowledge and provides the possibility of utilizing it in future. Knowledge storage is similar to organisational memory, in which it enables an individual to store, integrate, and reuse the information again in future [24].

Allied technologies and Information technologies have imparted aspects of knowledge management from long age. Reality is that, in the world there is no single technology available to fill all aspects required for knowledge management system because knowledge management system is not only technology driven system [25]. Knowledge management system is a multi-disciplinary field required attention of technology, behavioural aspects, communication and analysis. Desired output can achieve to incorporate the role specific technologies in the system [26].

Intranet become famous across organizations because it provide ideal environment for information sharing but it is limited to small and medium sized organizations [27]. In large organizations it does not work effectively and was found low responsive. Practioners believe that all the organization’s knowledge should be transferred to the intranet [28]. Intranet requires the technology infrastructure and web server for a content repository. Now a days websites are used for managing content but intranet site is essential to provide intended information and knowledge to the right person [29].

Document management system is used as repositories for organizations documents and provides the explicit knowledge access [30]. We can create and process complex documents with the help of DMS. It had been found that users resist using well-structured document management system and avoid creating and processing complex documents. Past researches advocate that document management system must be a part of infrastructure but rarely used by organizations [31]. Information retrieval technology exists in knowledge management system in the form of text repositories or intranet and concern with information seekers. Text repositories can be better integrated when organization’s knowledge management system is ready to open standards [32].

After the introduction of Internet, intranets, extranets, CD-ROM/DVD-ROM and other new delivery systems, the management system of organization knowledge has become critical at some extent. Organizations are introducing
and integrating enterprise-level electronic publishing systems. Integrating publishing capabilities with a Knowledge Management system allows users to present information in a consistent format regardless of its source, author or location [33].

Organizations use groupware systems within workgroups or departments to communicate and collaborate with each other [34]. Groupware provide platform for formal and ad hoc conversations when the users cannot communicate in real time. Push Technologies automate the exchange of information to end-users [35]. Although e-mail served this purpose for over a decade, new web-based technologies have added better presentation, real-time updates, and the ability to push applications as well as content. Content push is a dynamic form of electronic publishing and is therefore an important feature of a Knowledge Management system [36]. Agents are a specialized component of push technology. Agents are controlled by end-users who can specify the type of knowledge they want to receive [37]. A Knowledge warehouse provides an effective and efficient environment to the knowledge management system. Knowledge warehouse allows users to submit valuable knowledge even when they are not frequent contributors [38]. This eliminates the need for all end-users in the organization to install and maintain complex client software.

5. Implications

5.1. Theoretical Implication

The results presented in this research paper have great significance to the practitioners and researchers in the field of Knowledge management. Organizations can enjoy sustainable success through proper implementation of technology led knowledge management system. From the theoretical perspective, this study provided a detailed description between knowledge management system and technology. The literature review indeed offers a systematic framework to improve knowledge management through the integration of allied and Information technology. In general, the technology led knowledge management system has been proven effective records to achieve organization’s objectives.

5.2. Managerial Implication

The results obtained from the literature review serves as pathway to practitioners for better application of knowledge management technology. Organizations need to identify the opportunities for better application of technology and devote more attention to apply innovative technologies to deemed fit for changing working pattern. Knowledge management environment contains knowledge management elements which is most important to ensure success of the KM system. Continuous monitoring of knowledge management system is required so that changes can be made as per the demand of intended individual and demanding competitive business environment. Balance should be established between business environment change and organizational change.
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